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Abstract—Heterogeneous embedded systems have surfaced
as a promising solution for accurate and efficient deep-learning
inference on mobile devices. Despite extensive prior works, it
still remains unexplored to investigate the system-software sup-
port that efficiently executes inference workloads by judiciously
considering their performance and energy heterogeneity, com-
munication overheads, and constraints.

To bridge this gap, we propose MOSAIC, heterogeneity-,
communication-, and constraint-aware model slicing and exe-
cution for accurate and efficient inference on heterogeneous
embedded systems. MOSAIC generates the efficient model
slicing and execution plan for the target inference workload
through dynamic programming. MOSAIC significantly reduces
inference latency and energy, exhibits high estimation accuracy,
and incurs small overheads.

Keywords-Model Slicing and Execution; Inference; Hetero-
geneous Embedded Systems;

I. INTRODUCTION

The need for accurate and efficient deep-learning infer-

ence on mobile systems is ever increasing to enable intelli-

gent and interactive services such as augmented reality and

personal mobility. For a wide range of mobile applications

such as security- and privacy-sensitive applications, it is

highly crucial to execute inference workloads within mobile

systems without relying on cloud services, which may leak

sensitive information through various security attacks.

Heterogeneous embedded systems are rapidly emerging

as a promising solution to enable accurate and efficient

inference on mobile systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Heterogeneous

embedded systems comprise various computing devices

(e.g., big core cluster, little core cluster, GPU, and neu-

ral processing unit (NPU)), which exhibit widely-different

characteristics in terms of performance, energy consumption,

functionality (e.g., supported operations), memory capacity,

and communication overheads.

Inference workloads also exhibit widely-different charac-

teristics in terms of heterogeneity in performance, energy

efficiency, communication overheads, and constraints across

computing devices on heterogeneous embedded systems.

Despite extensive prior works, it still remains unexplored

to investigate the system-software support that efficiently

executes inference workloads on heterogeneous embedded

systems by judiciously considering their characteristics.

To bridge this gap, this work proposes MOSAIC, het-

erogeneity-, communication-, and constraint-aware model

slicing and execution for accurate and efficient inference

on heterogeneous embedded systems. MOSAIC builds on

the accurate models for estimating the execution and com-

munication costs, generates the efficient model slicing and

execution plan with low time complexity, and executes

the target inference workload to significantly improve its

efficiency based on the user-specified metric such as latency

and energy.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose MOSAIC, a software-based system for

heterogeneity-, communication-, and constraint-aware

model slicing and execution for accurate and efficient

inference on heterogeneous embedded systems. MO-

SAIC employs the accurate models for estimating the

execution and communication costs of the target infer-

ence workload. MOSAIC generates the efficient model

slicing and execution plan for the target workload using

an algorithm based on dynamic programming.

• We design and implement the prototype of MOSAIC

as a user-level runtime system using the TensorFlow

Lite programming framework [47] for deep-learning

inference on the Android OS. MOSAIC achieves high

efficiency by executing the slices of the target inference

workload across computing devices on the underlying

heterogeneous embedded system in a heterogeneity-,

communication-, and constraint-aware manner.

• We quantify the effectiveness of MOSAIC with widely-

used inference workloads on a full heterogeneous

embedded system that comprises state-of-the-art big

core cluster, little core cluster, GPU, and NPU. Our

experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of

MOSAIC as it significantly improves the efficiency of

inference (e.g., 29.2% lower inference latency than an

NPU-preferred version (i.e., TF-NPU-P) with the per-

formance governor and large models and 36.6% lower

energy consumption than an NPU-preferred version

(i.e., TF-NPU-O) with the on-demand governor and

large models), achieves high estimation accuracy, and

incurs small overheads.
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Figure 1: Hardware and software stacks for deep-learning

inference on heterogeneous embedded systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides the background information for this work. Sec-

tion III describes the experimental methodology. Section IV

motivates the need for heterogeneity-, communication-, and

constraint-aware inference. Section V discusses the design

and implementation of MOSAIC. Section VI quantifies the

effectiveness of MOSAIC. Section VII summarizes related

work. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND: INFERENCE ON HETEROGENEOUS

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

Heterogeneous embedded systems comprise various com-

puting devices (e.g., big core cluster, little core cluster,

GPU, NPU), which exhibit widely-different characteristics

in terms of functionality, performance, energy efficiency,

communication overheads, and memory capacity [1, 2, 3,

4, 5]. Representative programming frameworks for deep-

learning inference on mobile systems such as TensorFlow

Lite [47] provide simple abstraction for heterogeneous em-

bedded systems in that computations can be offloaded to

one of the devices by simply invoking their API functions

without the need for writing device-specific code.

Figure 1 shows the hardware and software stacks for deep-

learning inference on heterogeneous embedded systems. The

grey component in Figure 1 is the system (i.e., MOSAIC)

proposed in this work.

Deep-learning inference workloads consist of layers. Each

layer comprises a set of associated mathematical operations

(e.g., convolution, rectifier, and softmax). Each layer takes

a set of input tensors (i.e., multidimensional arrays), per-

forms computations that are specified by its operations, and

generates a set of output tensors.

We refer a model slice as a set of consecutive layers

that are executed on the same computing device on the

underlying heterogeneous embedded system. There exist

communication overheads between consecutive slices as

they need to communicate through input and output tensors.

Model slices impose different memory and/or functional-

ity constraints. Some of the computing devices on the under-

lying heterogeneous embedded system may be incapable of

executing certain slices due to such constraints. For instance,

if the size of a model slice exceeds the memory capacity of

a computing device or a model slice includes mathematical

operations that are unsupported by a computing device, the

slice cannot be executed on the device.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

To investigate the characteristics of deep-learning infer-

ence workloads and the effectiveness of MOSAIC, we use a

heterogeneous embedded system, the HiKey 970 embedded

development board [6]. The evaluated system is equipped

with the Kirin 970 mobile processor [1] that comprises a

CPU including four Cortex-A73 (big) cores, four Cortex-

A53 (little) cores, a Mali-G72 GPU, and a NPU. The big

core cluster, little core cluster, and GPU support DVFS. The

available frequency ranges of the big core cluster, little core

cluster, and GPU are 682–2362MHz, 509–1844MHz, and

104–767MHz, respectively. The NPU lacks DVFS support.

The NPU has a memory constraint in that it cannot

execute a model slice whose size exceeds 100MB [6]. While

the exact memory constraints of the big core cluster, little

core cluster and GPU for executing inference workloads on

the evaluated system are undocumented, they are sufficiently

large for the evaluated inference workloads.

As for the system software stack, the evaluated hetero-

geneous embedded system is installed with Android 8.1. In

addition, all the evaluated inference workloads and MOSAIC

are implemented using the TensorFlow Lite 1.11.0 [47].

Table I shows the inference workloads (i.e., Inception

V4 (IN) [45], MnasNet with the model width parameters

(pW ) of 1.0 (MN-1.0) and 1.3 (MN-1.3) [46], MobileNet

V2 with pW = 1.3 (MO-1.3) and pW = 1.4 (MO-1.4) [40],

ResNet V2 (RN) [19], VGG (VGG) [42]) with large models.

They exhibit high accuracy (i.e., the Top-1 accuracy with

the ImageNet [39] dataset) and widely-different character-

istics such as the model size (i.e., the memory used by

the model, which is reported by TensorFlow Lite), layer

count, and inference latency (on the evaluated GPU). The

evaluated workload set includes the state-of-the-art inference

workloads (e.g., MobileNet V2 [40], MnasNet [46]), which

are highly optimized for mobile systems. MobileNet V2

and MnasNet provide a mechanism to exploit the tradeoff

between inference accuracy and latency through hyperpa-

rameters. Specifically, the model width parameter (i.e., pW )

determines the number of channels, which generally results

in higher accuracy and longer latency when it is set to a

larger value.

As shown in Table I, we use MnasNet with pW = 0.5
(MN-0.5), MobileNet V2 with pW = 1.0 (MO-1.0), and

SqueezeNet (SN) [23] to investigate the impact of MOSAIC

with smaller models. Due to the use of smaller models, they

tend to exhibit lower accuracy.

To measure the latency of inference workloads, we use the

high_resolution_clock function in the C++ standard

library. To measure the energy consumption of inference

workloads, we use an external power monitor [20], which
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Table I: Evaluated deep-learning inference workloads

Workload Accuracy Input Size1 Model Size Layers Latency
Inception V4 (IN) [45] 80.1% (1, 299, 299, 3) 183.7MB 20 430.0ms

MnasNet with pW = 1.0 (MN-1.0) [46] 74.1% (1, 224, 224, 3) 321.9MB 20 66.8ms

MnasNet with pW = 1.3 (MN-1.3) [46] 75.2% (1, 224, 224, 3) 511.6MB 20 81.3ms

MobileNet V2 with pW = 1.3 (MO-1.3) [40] 74.4% (1, 224, 224, 3) 187.8MB 18 49.1ms

MobileNet V2 with pW = 1.4 (MO-1.4) [40] 75.0% (1, 224, 224, 3) 214.7MB 18 55.4ms

ResNet V2 (RN) [19] 77.8% (1, 224, 224, 3) 260.4MB 53 603.8ms

VGG (VGG) [42] 71.5% (1, 224, 224, 3) 407.4MB 16 218.7ms

MnasNet with pW = 0.5 (MN-0.5) [46] 68.0% (1, 224, 224, 3) 98.3MB 20 42.7ms

MobileNet V2 with pW = 1.0 (MO-1.0) [40] 71.8% (1, 224, 224, 3) 94.5MB 18 36.6ms

SqueezeNet (SN) [23] 49.0% (1, 224, 224, 3) 34.8MB 10 32.5ms

Figure 2: Evaluated heterogeneous embedded system and

power monitor

collects the voltage and current applied to the evaluated

heterogeneous embedded system at the data sampling rate of

5000 samples per second. Figure 2 shows the power monitor

connected to the evaluated heterogeneous embedded system.

IV. NEED FOR HETEROGENEITY-, COMMUNICATION-,

AND CONSTRAINT-AWARE INFERENCE

We investigate the characteristics of widely-used deep-

learning inference workloads in terms of the model size,

performance and energy heterogeneity, and communication

overheads on the evaluated heterogeneous embedded system.

For conciseness, we mainly report the data with MN-1.0
and MO-1.4, which represent accurate and highly-optimized

inference workloads on mobile systems.

As shown in Table I, accurate inference workloads in-

cluding the ones (e.g., MN-1.3, MO-1.4) highly optimized

for mobile systems employ large models, which exceed the

memory constraint of the NPU (i.e., 100MB) on the eval-

uated heterogeneous embedded systems. Further, the eval-

uated inference workloads exhibit widely-different model

sizes, which indicates that different numbers of slices are

required to execute them using the NPU.
1The first, second, third, and fourth elements in the tuples denote the

batch size, height, width, and number of channels, respectively.

(a) MnasNet 1.0

(b) MobileNet V2 1.4

Figure 3: Performance heterogeneity of inference workloads

Figure 3 shows the execution time of each layer of MN-
1.0 and MO-1.4 when it is executed on the big core cluster,

little core cluster, GPU, and NPU. We observe that layers of

MN-1.0 and MO-1.4 exhibit widely different performance

characteristics across the devices. For instance, the GPU

achieves significantly higher performance than the NPU

when executing the layers 12–17 of MO-1.4. In contrast,

the NPU significantly outperforms the GPU when executing

the layers 2–9 of MN-1.0.

Figure 4 shows the energy consumption of each layer

of MN-1.0 and MO-1.4 when it is executed on the big

core cluster, little core cluster, GPU, and NPU. Similarly

to performance heterogeneity, we also observe that layers

of MN-1.0 and MO-1.4 exhibit widely different energy

consumption characteristics across the devices. For example,

the little core cluster consumes significantly lower energy

than the NPU when executing the layers 9–17 of MN-1.0.

The little core cluster tends to achieve higher efficiency
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(a) MnasNet 1.0

(b) MobileNet V2 1.4

Figure 4: Energy heterogeneity of inference workloads

Figure 5: Communication overheads

when executing layers with lower computational intensity.

In contrast, the NPU significantly outperforms the little core

cluster in terms of energy efficiency when executing the

layers 1–7 of MO-1.4.

Figure 5 shows the inference latency of MO-1.4 when

they are decomposed into three slices with various slicing

plans and the preferred computing device of each slice is set

to the NPU. We observe that their inference latency is highly

sensitive to the slicing plan. For instance, the performance

difference of the best and worst slicing plans is 34.1%, which

is significant. This data trend indicates that communication

overheads have a significant impact on the efficiency of the

target inference workload.

Overall, our experimental results show that the evalu-

ated inference workloads exhibit widely-different character-

istics in terms of the model size, performance and energy

heterogeneity, and communication overheads. Therefore, it

is crucial to investigate the system-software support for

heterogeneity-, communication-, and constraint-aware model

slicing and execution to achieve the best possible efficiency

Figure 6: Overall architecture of MOSAIC

of inference workloads on heterogeneous embedded sys-

tems.

V. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

MOSAIC is a software-based system that determines the

efficient model slicing and execution plan for the target

deep-learning inference workload based on the user-defined

metrics such as latency and energy consumption. Figure 6

shows the overall architecture of MOSAIC, which mainly

consists of the inference workload profiler, the execution

and communication cost estimators, the model slicer and

scheduler, and the inference workload executor.

A. Inference Workload Profiler
The inference workload profiler of MOSAIC executes

each of the layers in the target inference workload and

profiles the total costs (e.g., latency, energy consumption) for

executing each layer on computing devices in the underlying

heterogeneous embedded system. If a computing device

supports DVFS, the total costs for executing the layer

are collected at two frequencies (i.e., the maximum and

minimum frequencies available on the computing device).

If the layer cannot be executed on a certain computing

device due to a constraint (e.g., memory constraint), the total

cost for executing the layer on the device is set to an infinite

value. It also collects the sizes of the input and output tensors

of the layer, which are used to estimate the communication

costs of the layer.

B. Execution and Communication Cost Estimators
The total cost of each layer measured by the inference

workload profiler includes both the execution and commu-

nication costs associated with the layer. Based on the total

cost and the input and output tensor sizes of each layer, the

execution and communication cost estimators of MOSAIC

estimate the execution and communication costs of the layer

on each computing device in the heterogeneous embedded

system.
1) Communication Cost Estimator
To investigate the relationship between the communica-

tion cost and the tensor size, we developed a microbench-

mark that consists of layers with various tensor sizes.

Figure 7 shows the communication time with various tensor

sizes on the GPU (at its maximum frequency) and NPU. The

communication time data with the CPU are omitted as our
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Figure 7: Communication time with various tensor sizes

experimental results show that they are insignificant due to

no or small data copy and format transformation overheads.

We observe the following data trends.

First, on both the GPU and NPU, the communication time

is linearly proportional to the size of the tensors associated

with the layer. Second, the NPU incurs significantly larger

communication overheads than the GPU. While the imple-

mentation details of the evaluated NPU are undisclosed [1],

we conjecture that the data copy and/or format transforma-

tion overheads for the NPU are significantly larger than those

for the GPU.

Guided by the aforementioned observations, we design

and implement the communication cost estimator based on

the linear regression technique. Specifically, the communica-

tion cost estimator employs Equations 1 and 2 to estimate the

communication costs associated with the input and output

tensors of the layer l, where Tin,l, Tout,l, αd,fd , and βd,fd

denote the total sizes of the input and output tensors of the

layer l and the regression coefficients for a computing device

d (i.e., the GPU or NPU) at frequency fd.

cin,l,d,fd = αd,fd · Tin,l + βd,fd (1)

cout,l,d,fd = αd,fd · Tout,l + βd,fd (2)

2) Execution Cost Estimator
The execution cost estimator estimates the cost for execut-

ing each layer without including the communication costs.

Specifically, the execution cost estimator first estimates the

total execution cost of each layer on a computing device

d running at fd based on the profile data collected at the

maximum and minimum frequencies of d. The execution

cost estimator then simply subtracts the communication costs

of the layer estimated by the communication cost estimator

from the estimated total cost of the layer. The execution cost

estimator consists of the performance and power estimators.

Performance Estimator: The performance estimator of

the execution cost estimator estimates the latency for ex-

ecuting a layer l on a computing device d, which runs

at frequency fd. The performance estimator builds on a

linear model, which is shown in Equation 3, where tl,d,fd ,

γl,d, and εl,d denote the estimated latency and coefficients.

The coefficients (i.e., γl,d, εl,d) are computed based on the

profile data collected by the inference workload profiler at

Table II: Voltage and frequency levels of the evaluated

computing devices

Device Voltage and frequency levels
Big cores (0.7V, 682MHz), (0.8V, 1018MHz),

(0.8V, 1210MHz), (0.8V, 1364MHz),

(0.9V, 1498MHz), (0.9V, 1652MHz),

(0.9V, 1863MHz), (1.0V, 2093MHz),

(1.1V, 2362MHz)

Little cores (0.7V, 509MHz), (0.8V, 1018MHz),

(0.9V, 1210MHz), (0.9V, 1402MHz),

(1.0V, 1556MHz), (1.0V, 1690MHz),

(1.1V, 1844MHz)

GPU (0.6V, 104MHz), (0.7V, 151MHz),

(0.7V, 237MHz), (0.7V, 332MHz),

(0.8V, 415MHz), (0.8V, 550MHz),

(0.9V, 667MHz), (1.0V, 767MHz)

the maximum and minimum frequencies of d.

tl,d,fd =
γl,d

fd
+ εl,d (3)

Power Estimator: The power estimator of the execu-

tion cost estimator estimates the power consumption for

executing a layer l on a computing device d running at

frequency fd. As shown in Equation 4, the power estimator

decomposes the total power consumption into the dynamic

(i.e., Pdynamic,l,d,fd ) and static (i.e., Pstatic,d,fd ) power con-

sumption. Since static power consumption is the inherent

property of a computing device and independent of the

characteristics of the target inference workload, we only

profile it once for each computing device (i.e., no need for

per-workload profiling).

Pl,d,fd = Pdynamic,l,d,fd + Pstatic,d,fd (4)

Since dynamic power consumption is dependent on not

only the characteristics of the computing device (and its

frequency) but also the characteristics of the layer, the power

estimator estimates dynamic power consumption to elimi-

nate the need for extensive offline profiling. Specifically, the

power estimator employs Equation 5 to estimate the dynamic

power consumption (i.e., Pdynamic,l,d,fd ) of layer l running on

computing device d at frequency fd (and the corresponding

voltage level Vfd ), where fd,max, Vfd,max
, and Pdynamic,l,d,fd,max

denote the maximum frequency of d, the corresponding

voltage level, and the dynamic power consumption at the

maximum frequency collected by the inference workload

profiler.

Pdynamic,l,d,fd =
V 2
fd

·fd
V 2
fd,max

·fd,max
· Pdynamic,l,d,fd,max

(5)

The voltage and frequency levels of computing devices are

readily available through their specifications or direct mea-

surements. Table II shows the voltage and frequency levels

of each computing device on the evaluated heterogeneous

embedded system, which are publicly available their device

tree source (DTS) files. Dynamic power consumption can
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be estimated by plugging in specific values of fd and Vfd

in Equation 5.

C. Model Slicer and Scheduler
The main goal of the model slicer and scheduler (MSS) of

MOSAIC is to generate the efficient model slicing and exe-

cution plan for the target deep-learning inference workload

on the heterogeneous embedded system. Specifically, MSS

determines the number of slices, the layers that belong to

each slice, and the computing device that executes each slice

in order to maximize the efficiency of the target inference

workload on the heterogeneous embedded system based on

the user-defined metric (e.g., latency, energy consumption).

We formulate the model slicing and execution problem

as a dynamic-programming problem [11]. Without loss of

generality, we assume that the target inference workload em-

ploys a deep-learning model that consists of Λ layers. Cm,n,δ

denotes the total cost for executing the n−m+1 consecutive

layers from the m-th layer to the n-th layer of the model

on the computing device δ, where 1 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ Λ, δ ∈ D.

Note that we consider same physical computing devices run-

ning at different frequencies as different computing devices

to simplify the problem formulation of energy optimization.

In case of performance optimization, D is defined as

Equation 6, where BfB,max
, LfL,max

, GfG,max
, N denote the

big core cluster at its maximum frequency, the little core

cluster at its maximum frequency, the GPU at its maximum

frequency, and the NPU, respectively. Note that the NPU

on the evaluated heterogeneous embedded system lacks the

support for DVFS. On the evaluated system, |D| is 4 for

performance optimization.

D = {BfB,max
, LfL,max

, GfG,max
, N} (6)

In case of energy optimization, D is defined as Equation 7,

where BfB,min
, BfB,min+1

, · · · , BfB,max
denote the big core

cluster at its minimum, second minimum, · · · , and maximum

frequencies, LfL,min
, LfL,min+1

, · · · , LfL,max
indicate the little

core cluster at its minimum, second minimum, · · · , and max-

imum frequencies, GfG,min
, GfG,min+1

, · · · , GfG,max
denote the

GPU at its minimum, second minimum, · · · , and maximum

frequencies, and N indicates the NPU. On the evaluated

system, |D| is 25 for energy optimization (see Table II).

D = {BfB,min
, BfB,min+1

, · · · , BfB,max
,

LfL,min
, LfL,min+1

, · · · , LfL,max
,

GfG,min
, GfG,min+1

, · · · , GfG,max
,

N} (7)

Cm,n,δ is computed using Equation 8, where ek,δ , cin,m,δ ,

and cout,n,δ denote the execution cost of the k-th layer

(m ≤ k ≤ n) and the communication cost associated with

the input tensors of the m-th layer, and the communication

cost associated with the output tensors of the n-th layer,

respectively. MSS employs the execution and communica-

tion cost estimators to estimate ek,δ , cin,m,δ , and cout,n,δ .

If there is any layer that cannot be executed on δ due to a

constraint, Cm,n,δ is set to an infinite value to avoid selecting

the corresponding model slicing and execution plan.

Cm,n,δ=

⎧⎨
⎩

n∑
k=m

ek,δ+cin,m,δ+cout,n,δ if δ can execute

∞ otherwise

(8)

Ctot,l denotes the total cost to execute the consecutive

layers from the first layer to the l-th layer. To formulate

the model slicing and execution problem as a dynamic-

programming problem, Ctot,l must exhibit the optimal sub-

structure and overlapping subproblem properties [11] in that

Ctot,l can be efficiently computed if Ctot,0, Ctot,1, · · · ,
Ctot,l−1 are known. We consider all the possible cases, in

each of which the l-th layer belongs to a unique slice. Since

each layer belongs to only one slice and each slice comprises

consecutive layers, there are l cases in total, where the l-th
layer belongs to unique slices. Specifically, the slice that

contains the l-th layer may comprise only a single layer

(i.e., the l-th layer), two layers (i.e., the l-th layer and the

(l − 1)-th layer), · · · , or l layers (i.e., the l-th layer, the

(l − 1)-th layer, · · · , and the first layer).

Without loss of generality, we assume that the slice that

contains the l-th layer comprises l − k layers (i.e., the l-th,

(l−1)-th, · · · , and (k+1)-th layers). In this case, the lowest

cost for executing the consecutive layers from the first layer

to the l-th layer is computed by summing Ctot,k and the

total cost for executing the last l − k layers on the device

that incurs the minimum total cost among all the computing

devices on the heterogeneous embedded system.

As shown in Equation 9, Ctot,l can be then computed by

finding the minimum total cost among all the l aforemen-

tioned cases. Since the model slicing and execution problem

has the optimal substructure and overlapping subproblem

properties, its optimal solution can be determined based on

dynamic programming.

Ctot,l =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if l = 0

min
0≤k<l,∀δ∈D

(Ctot,k + Ck+1,l,δ) otherwise
(9)

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the findEffi-
cientSlicingAndExecutionPlan function that de-

termines the efficient model slicing and execution plan based

on dynamic programming. In the outer loop (Lines 4–19),

MSS iterates the layer count from 1 to Λ. MSS uses the

solutions found in previous iterations to find the solution

for the current iteration in the outer loop.

In the inner loop (Lines 8–17), MSS iterates all the cases,

in each of which the last layer belongs to a unique slice.

MSS determines the set of slices that minimizes the total

cost for executing the consecutive layers and memoizes its

cost and slicing and execution plan to reuse them in the next

iteration in the outer loop.

The proposed algorithm has low time complexity (i.e.,

O(Λ2 · |D|), where Λ and |D| denote the number of layers in

the inference workload and the number of computing devices

on the heterogeneous embedded system, respectively). As
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Algorithm 1 The findEfficientSlicingAndExecutionPlan function

1: procedure FINDEFFICIENTSLICINGANDEXECUTIONPLAN(layers, devices)

2: sliceSets[0] ← ∅
3: sliceSets[0].cost ← 0

4: for l ← 1 to layers.length do � layers.length = Λ
5: sliceSet ← ∅
6: sliceSet.cost ← ∞
7: slice ← createNewSlice()

8: for k ← 0 to (l − 1) do
9: slice.layers ← getConsecutiveLayers(layers, k + 1, l)

10: for δ in devices do � devices = D

11: if δ.canExecute(slice) = true then
12: slice.device ← δ
13: cost ← sliceSets[k].cost + estimateTotalCost(slice)

14: if cost < sliceSet.cost then
15: sliceSet ← sliceSets[k]

16: sliceSet.insert(slice)

17: sliceSet.cost ← cost

18: sliceSets[l] ← sliceSet

19: sliceSets[l].cost ← sliceSet.cost

20: return sliceSets[layers.length]

quantified in Section VI, MOSAIC achieves high inference

efficiency with small overheads due to the use of an efficient

algorithm.

D. Inference Workload Executor
The inference workload executor of MOSAIC is a user-

level runtime system that executes the model slices of the

target inference workload across the computing devices on

the heterogeneous embedded system based on the efficient

model slicing and execution plan generated by MSS. The

current version of the inference workload executor is im-

plemented in the C++ programming language based on

the TensorFlow Lite framework [47] on the Android OS.

However, we believe that MOSAIC is readily applicable to

other widely-used deep-learning frameworks as it builds on

a framework-agnostic approach for slicing and executing the

target inference workload.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Overview
This section quantifies the effectiveness of MOSAIC.

Specifically, we aim to investigate (1) inference latency, (2)

inference energy, (3) impact of the MOSAIC components,

(4) efficiency with smaller models, (5) estimation accuracy,

and (6) overheads for generating the model slicing and

execution plan.

For each inference workload, we evaluate ten versions

– the big core cluster-preferred (TF-BIG-P), little core

cluster-preferred (TF-LITTLE-P), GPU-preferred (TF-
GPU-P), NPU-preferred (TF-NPU-P) with the performance

governor of the Android OS, the big core cluster-preferred

(TF-BIG-O), little core cluster-preferred (TF-LITTLE-O),

GPU-preferred (TF-GPU-O), NPU-preferred (TF-NPU-O)

with the on-demand governor of the Android OS, exhaustive,

and MOSAIC versions.

The big core cluster-, little core cluster-, GPU-, and

NPU-preferred versions execute the slices of each inference

workload on the corresponding preferred computing device.

For the big core cluster-, little core cluster-, GPU-, and NPU-

preferred versions, we include as many consecutive layers as

possible in each slice if they satisfy all the constraints such

as memory and functionality constraints. If a layer cannot be

included in the slice that contains its previous layer due to

a memory constraint, the layer is included in the next slice

that is executed on the preferred device. If a layer cannot

be executed on the preferred device due to a memory or

functionality constraint, the layer is executed in a separate

slice on the NPU (if feasible), GPU (if feasible), or big core

cluster (as the final fallback execution path).

As quantified by our experimental results, the perfor-

mance governor tends to achieve higher performance than

the on-demand governor as the performance governor always

executes the target inference workload at the maximum

frequency of the underlying computing device. In contrast,

the on-demand governor, which is the default governor of

the Android OS, tends to exhibit lower energy consumption

than the performance governor as the on-demand governor

performs DVFS based on the dynamic load of the target

inference workload.

The exhaustive version uses the model slicing and exe-

cution plan with the highest inference efficiency (e.g., the

lowest latency), which is empirically determined through

exhaustive search. Note that it takes excessive computing

time and resources to determine the model slicing and exe-
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Table III: Model slicing and execution plans for performance

optimization

Workload Model slicing and execution plan
IN N1, N11, B20

MN-1.0 N1, B10, G18, B20

MN-1.3 N1, B9, G12, B20

MO-1.3 N1, G9, N18

MO-1.4 N1, G8, N18

RN B1, N2, B4, N5, B12, N13, N31, B48,

N49, B52

VGG N1, G14, B16

cution plan for the exhaustive version, which is impractical.

For instance, it is estimated to take 1335 days to empirically

determine the best model slicing and execution plan for MN-
1.3 through exhaustive search using the evaluated system.

Due to limited computing time and resources, we deter-

mine the model slicing and execution plan for the exhaus-

tive version of each inference workload by executing the

workload with the 1000 unique model slicing and execution

plans that are randomly selected and choosing the best plan

among the randomly selected plans and the plans used by

the other versions including the MOSAIC version. We report

the results with the exhaustive version as the efficiency that

can be potentially achieved by any competitive model slicing

and execution technique.

Finally, the MOSAIC version uses MOSAIC to generate

the efficient model slicing and execution plan.

B. Inference Latency
We investigate the effectiveness of MOSAIC in terms of

inference latency. Figure 8 shows the inference latency of

each version of the inference workloads with large models,

normalized to the TF-GPU-O version that is the default

setting of the Android OS. The rightmost bars show the

average (i.e., geometric mean) inference latency of each

version across the workloads. In addition, Table III shows the

model slicing and execution plans generated by MOSAIC to

minimize the latency of each workload. Each letter (i.e., big

core cluster (B), little core cluster (L), GPU (G), and NPU

(N )) indicates a slice and the device used to execute the

slice. The subscript to each letter denotes the ID of the first

layer of the slice.

First, MOSAIC significantly outperforms the big core

cluster-, little core cluster-, GPU-, and NPU-preferred ver-

sions. Specifically, MOSAIC exhibits 70.3%, 86.1%, 39.1%,

and 29.2% lower inference latency than the TF-BIG-
P, TF-LITTLE-P, TF-GPU-P, and TF-NPU-P versions,

respectively. MOSAIC significantly reduces inference la-

tency by slicing and executing the model of the target

inference workload in a heterogeneity-, communication-, and

constraint-aware manner. For instance, as shown in Table III,

MOSAIC effectively utilizes various computing devices (i.e.,

Table IV: Model slicing and execution plans for energy

optimization

Workload Model slicing and execution plan
IN N960

1 , N960
11 , L509

20

MN-1.0 G767
1 , L509

7 , G667
12 , L509

15 , G667
18 , L509

20

MN-1.3 G767
1 , L509

7 , G667
12 , L509

14 , G667
18 , L509

20

MO-1.3 N960
1 , L509

5 , B682
7 , L1018

10 , L509
11 , L1018

14 ,

L509
15 , N960

18

MO-1.4 N960
1 , L1018

5 , L509
6 , L1018

10 , L509
11 , L1402

13 ,

G767
14 , N960

18

RN B682
1 , N960

2 , B682
4 , N960

5 , L1018
12 , N960

13 ,

N960
29 , L1210

48 , N960
49 , L509

52 , B682
53

VGG N960
1 , G550

14 , G667
15 , B682

16

big core cluster, GPU, and NPU) when executing MN-1.3
and significantly reduces its inference latency.

MOSAIC exhibits the inference latency similar to that of

the TF-NPU-P version with IN and RN. This is mainly

because the NPU exhibits the highest performance among

the computing devices and the model slicing plan used for

the TF-NPU-P version happens to incur small communi-

cation overheads when executing IN and RN. Neverthe-

less, the NPU-preferred versions provide no guarantee for

maximizing the efficiency across a wide range of inference

workloads as they execute the target inference workload in

a heterogeneity- and communication-oblivious manner.

Second, MOSAIC achieves the performance similar to

that of the exhaustive version, which empirically determines

the efficient model slicing and execution plan for the target

inference workload through exhaustive search. Specifically,

the average performance difference between the exhaustive

and MOSAIC versions is 0.67% across the workloads, which

is small. Note that the exhaustive version is guaranteed to

exhibit (at least) the same efficiency as MOSAIC because

we always include the model slicing and execution plan

determined by MOSAIC in the plans that are explored

by the exhaustive version. Our experimental results clearly

demonstrate the effectiveness of MOSAIC in that it achieves

high inference efficiency without the need for the exhaustive

search process, which requires excessive computing time and

resources.

C. Inference Energy
We investigate the effectiveness of MOSAIC in terms of

inference energy. Figure 9 shows the energy consumption of

each version of the inference workloads with large models,

normalized to the TF-GPU-O version. The rightmost bars

show the average (i.e., geometric mean) energy consumption

across the workloads. In addition, Table IV shows the

model slicing and execution plans generated by MOSAIC for

energy optimization. The superscript to each letter denotes

the frequency of the computing device in MHz.

First, MOSAIC significantly outperforms the big core

cluster-, little core cluster-, GPU-, and NPU-preferred ver-
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Figure 8: Inference latency

Figure 9: Inference energy

sions across the workloads in terms of energy efficiency.

For instance, MOSAIC consumes 91.0%, 80.5%, 83.4%, and

36.6% lower energy than the TF-BIG-O, TF-LITTLE-
O, TF-GPU-O, and TF-NPU-O versions, respectively. As

shown in Table IV, MOSAIC effectively utilizes various

computing devices at various frequencies, significantly re-

ducing the energy consumption of the inference workloads.

Second, MOSAIC exhibits the energy consumption simi-

lar (i.e., the average difference of 0.53%) to the exhaustive

version, which requires excessive computing time and re-

sources. Our experimental results demonstrate that MOSAIC

can be effectively used for both inference latency and energy

optimizations on heterogeneous embedded systems.

D. Impact of the MOSAIC Components
We investigate the impact of the MOSAIC components

in terms of inference latency and energy. To this end, we

synthesize the heterogeneity- and constraint-aware (HCA)

version, which is an intermediate version that generates the

model slicing and execution plan by only considering the

efficiency heterogeneity and constraints of each layer (i.e.,

in a communication-oblivious manner). We report the results

with the HCA version to investigate the efficiency impact

of heterogeneity- and constraint-aware model slicing and

execution. Note that the efficiency difference between the

HCA and MOSAIC versions shows the efficiency impact of

communication-aware model slicing and execution.

Figure 10 shows the latency impact of the MOSAIC com-

ponents. We observe that the HCA version considerably out-

performs the TF-GPU-O version, which demonstrates the

effectiveness of heterogeneity- and constraint-aware model

Figure 10: Latency impact of the MOSAIC components

Figure 11: Energy impact of the MOSAIC components

slicing and execution. Further, MOSAIC considerably out-

performs the HCA version, which demonstrates the impact

of communication-aware model slicing and execution. The

HCA version incurs higher inference latency than MOSAIC

as it slices and executes the target inference workload in a

communication-oblivious manner.

We quantify the energy impact of the MOSAIC compo-

nents. To this end, we synthesize an additional intermediate
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Figure 12: Inference latency with smaller models

Figure 13: Inference energy with smaller models

version called the HCCA version, which generates the model

slicing and execution plan by considering the heterogeneity

of the physical computing devices, constraints of each layer,

and communication overheads between devices in a DVFS-

oblivious manner. Figure 11 shows the energy impact of the

MOSAIC components.

The HCA version exhibits considerably lower energy con-

sumption than the TF-GPU-O version, demonstrating the

impact of heterogeneity- and constraint-aware model slicing

and execution. In addition, the HCCA version consumes

considerably lower energy than the HCA version, showing

the effectiveness of communication-aware model slicing

and execution. Finally, the MOSAIC version significantly

exhibits significantly lower energy consumption than the

HCCA version, which demonstrates the effectiveness of

DVFS. In summary, our quantitative evaluation demonstrates

that the individual components of MOSAIC compose in a

constructive manner, providing additional performance and

energy-efficiency gains.

E. Discussion
Smaller models: Figures 12 and 13 show the inference la-

tency and energy consumption with smaller models. Our ex-

perimental results show that MOSAIC continues to achieve

high efficiency with inference workloads with smaller mod-

els (i.e., MN-0.5, MO-1.0, SN). For instance, MOSAIC

exhibits 58.8%, 80.4%, 29.5%, and 9.2% lower inference

latency than the TF-BIG-P, TF-LITTLE-P, TF-GPU-
P, and TF-NPU-P versions and performs similarly (i.e.,

the average difference of 0.89%) to the exhaustive version.

Further, MOSAIC consumes 87.6%, 74.5%, 78.2%, and

22.9% lower energy than the TF-BIG-O, TF-LITTLE-O,

Figure 14: Latency estimation accuracy

Figure 15: Energy estimation accuracy

TF-GPU-O, and TF-NPU-O versions and achieves similar

energy efficiency (i.e., the average difference of 0.32%) to

the exhaustive version. The efficiency gains of MOSAIC

with smaller models decrease as fewer slices are generated,

which reduces optimization opportunities.

Estimation Accuracy: Figures 14 and 15 show the latency

and energy consumption estimation accuracy of MOSAIC.

Our experimental results show that the latency and en-

ergy consumption estimation accuracy of MOSAIC is high.

Specifically, the average latency and energy estimation errors

are 3.0% and 4.3%, which are small.

Overheads: Figures 16 and 17 shows the overheads for

performance and energy optimization. Our experimental

results show that MOSAIC incurs small overheads for

generating model slicing and execution plans. Specifically,

the average times spent for generating the model slicing

and execution plans across the workloads for performance

and energy optimization are 0.15ms and 0.82ms, which

are short. Since MOSAIC produces the model slicing and

execution plan based on the efficient algorithm with low

time complexity (i.e., O(Λ2 · |D|)), it incurs insignificant

overheads. Further, note that MOSAIC generates the model

slicing and execution plan only once for each inference

workload and incurs no overheads during the execution of

the workload.

MOSAIC incurs larger overheads for energy optimization

than performance optimization. This is mainly because the

number of computing devices (i.e., |D|) increases (from 4

(i.e., performance optimization) to 25 (i.e., energy optimiza-

tion)) as MOSAIC considers each computing device at its

maximum frequency for performance optimization but each
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Figure 16: Overheads for performance optimization

Figure 17: Overheads for energy optimization

computing device at all its available frequencies for energy

optimization.

Overall, our quantitative evaluation shows the effective-

ness of MOSAIC in that it significantly improves the effi-

ciency of inference workloads in terms of latency and energy

consumption, achieves high estimation accuracy, and incurs

small overheads on the evaluated heterogeneous embedded

system.

VII. RELATED WORK

Prior works have investigated model analysis and/or opti-

mization techniques to improve inference efficiency [7, 10,

21, 24, 26, 29, 37, 44] and address the memory constraints

of deep-learning workloads [13, 38, 49]. While insightful,

none of the prior works considers the efficiency heterogene-

ity, communication overheads, and constraints of inference

workloads and emerging computing devices in an integrated

manner.

The prior works proposed in [7, 10, 21, 24, 26, 29, 37,

44] lack the consideration of the efficiency heterogeneity and

memory and functionality constraints of inference workloads

and emerging computing devices (e.g., NPU), which are

crucial factors to achieve the best possible efficiency on het-

erogeneous embedded systems. The works proposed in [13,

38, 49] lack the consideration of the efficiency heterogene-

ity, communication overheads, and functionality constraints

of computing devices and deep-learning workloads. Our

work significantly differs in the sense that it analyzes the

characteristics of inference workloads on a state-of-the-art

heterogeneous embedded system that includes a highly-

optimized NPU, proposes an efficient algorithm to solve the

model slicing and execution problem in a heterogeneity-,

communication-, and constraint-aware manner, and designs,

implements, and evaluates the proposed system using full

hardware and software stacks.

Prior works have presented runtime techniques to

efficiently execute training workloads for deep learn-

ing [15, 22, 30, 52]. The prior works lack heterogeneity-,

communication-, and constraint-aware model slicing and ex-

ecution in the presence of computing devices with functional

and architectural heterogeneity. Our work differs in that it

investigates the model slicing and execution technique to

significantly improve the efficiency of inference workloads

on heterogeneous embedded systems in a heterogeneity-,

communication-, and constraint-aware manner.

Prior works have presented the design and implementation

of hardware accelerators for deep learning [8, 9, 12, 14, 16,

18, 25, 32, 43, 50]. As quantified in this work based on

a heterogeneous embedded system equipped with a deep-

learning hardware accelerator (i.e., NPU), MOSAIC can be

robustly used to effectively utilize the hardware accelerators

along with general-purpose computing devices (e.g., CPU,

GPU) by executing the slices of inference workloads in a

heterogeneity-, communication-, and constraint-aware man-

ner.

Prior works have investigated the architectural and system

software techniques to improve the efficiency of heteroge-

neous computing systems [17, 27, 28, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 41,

48, 51]. Our work differs as it investigates the characteristics

of various inference workloads on heterogeneous comput-

ing devices including a state-of-the-art NPU and presents

a system that efficiently executes inference workloads on

heterogeneous embedded systems.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents MOSAIC, heterogeneity-, communi-

cation-, and constraint-aware model slicing and execution

for accurate and efficient inference on heterogeneous em-

bedded systems. MOSAIC uses the accurate models for

estimating the execution and communication costs of the

target inference workload and generates the efficient model

slicing and execution plan with low time complexity. Our

quantitative evaluation with the state-of-the-art inference

workloads and heterogeneous embedded system shows that

MOSAIC significantly reduces inference latency and energy

(e.g., 29.2% lower inference latency than an NPU-preferred

version (i.e., TF-NPU-P) with the performance governor

and large models and 36.6% lower energy than an NPU-

preferred version (i.e., TF-NPU-O) with the on-demand

governor and large models), achieves high estimation ac-

curacy, and incurs small overheads.
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